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Abstract
Nature has evolved proteins to counter-act forces applied on living cells, and designed proteins
that can sense forces. One can appreciate Nature’s ingenuity in evolving these proteins to be
highly sensitive to force and to have a high dynamic force range at which they operate. To achieve
this level of sensitivity, many of these proteins are comprised of multiple domains and linking
peptides connecting these domain, each of them have their own force response regimes. Here,
using a simple model of a protein, we address the question of how each individual domain
responds to force. We also ask how multi-domain proteins respond to forces. We find that the end-
to-end distance of individual domains under force scales linearly with force. In multi-domain
proteins, we find that the force response has a rich range: at low force, extension is predominantly
governed by “weaker” linking peptides or domain intermediates, while at higher force, the
extension is governed by unfolding of individual domains. Overall, the force extension curve
comprises multiple sigmoidal transition governed by unfolding of linking peptides and domains.
Our study provides a basic framework for the understanding of protein response to force, and
allows for interpretation experiments in which force is used to study the mechanical properties of
multi-domain proteins.
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Nature widely utilizes mechanical force in order to control biological systems from the level
of molecules to cells to organs. One particularly fascinating example of mechanical stress
used as a tool to control a number of biological processes is found in mechano-sensing
proteins. These proteins are responsible for cytoskeletal organization1 (e.g. actin fibers2,3)
and remodeling (e.g. filamins4,5), cellular transport (e.g. myosin and other motor
proteins6,7,8,9), cell division10, contractility (e.g. titin11,12), extracellular matrix organization
(e.g. tenascin13, collagen, elastin14,15), and other biological processes. Mechano-sensing
proteins, such as filamin, titin, and collagen, are structurally tailored to provide a diverse
response to mechanical stimuli or to induce mechanical stress.
Interestingly, the majority of these proteins have modular organization: individual
cooperatively folding domains16 are either independent proteins that are self-organized into
fibers (e.g. actin fibers), or covalently linked within a larger protein (e.g. filamin and titin).
Modular organization of some of these proteins results in a wide dynamic response range to
mechanical stimuli. Depending upon the mechanical force acting on them, the response is
tailored to serve specific biological functions. For example, filamin, which comprises 24
sequential immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains connected by 2-6 residue linkers17, responds
to mechanical stimuli induced by over 70 binding partners in a wide range of force. Diverse
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structural elements contribute to various force response regimes: linkers balance low
external force; mid-range force is balanced by structural rearrangements of individual
domains, such as the unfurling of a β-strand; and the unfolding of individual domains
balances high force. Understanding how external force regulates protein structure is vital to
our understanding of a wide variety of biological processes associated with these proteins.
Here we ask two specific questions: First, how does an external force affect the end-to-end
distance distribution in a single protein domain? Second, what is the total extension of a
multi-domain protein in response to a force?
Previous approaches treated general polymers under force as freely jointed chains or freely
rotating chains18,19, or a worm-like chain20. Unlike most polymers, proteins have been
designed by nature to fold cooperatively in an all-or-none transition. This unique property is
vital for protein survival in the cell, as unfolded proteins are usually targeted for
degradation. Hence, it is important to consider free energy barriers when considering the
folding of multidomain proteins (see e.g. 21). Other approaches have offered elegant models
that describe forces acting on protein-like constructs22,23,24,25.
Here, we present a simple model that addresses the question of protein deformation response
to force. We first consider a non-ideal self-avoiding model of a protein and determine the
equilibrium distribution of the end-to-end distances upon the application of force. We then
consider a model of a multi-domain protein that consists of independently folded domains
joined consecutively by short linkers, and determine the role of linkers on the extension of
such multi-domain proteins. It should be noted that the assumption of independence does not
hold for all proteins26.
End-to-end distance of a protein under force
We model a protein as a non-ideal self-avoiding polymer and consider this protein to be at
equilibrium after force is applied. The distribution of the end-to-end distances R in a non-
ideal self-avoiding polymer (of size N≫1)27 under external force F can be written as28
(1)
where νc is the effective volume, b is the bond length between monomers, T is the
temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, E(R) is the potential energy of a polymer, and
δR is the distance by which one needs to stretch a protein so that the crucial interactions
responsible for the folding barrier are disrupted (Figure 1). The sum of the first three terms
in the exponent is the free energy of the polymer chain28.
The most probable end-to-end distance is determined by the max P(R | F) = P(R*,F), which
can be obtained upon differentiating Eq. (1) as a solution of the following equation:
(2)
where .
Although it is difficult to obtain an exact solution to Eq. (2), one can estimate the asymptotic
behavior of the most probable solution as a function of F and N (N≫1). For simplicity, we
consider a protein model where E=E0 when a protein is folded and E=0, when it is unfolded.
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For large F, R* ∝ N, , the equation will be dominated by the first two terms: ξ5 +
ωξ4 ≈ 0, and the solution is
(3)
The linear scaling of the most probable end-to-end distance with the length N (Figure 2A),
as well as the result that the extension is linear with force, is not surprising at high forces.
For small F, ξ ≥ 1, and Eq. (2) is dominated by the first two terms on the left hand-side and
the right hand-side term:
ξ5 + ωξ4 ≈ η can be rewritten as . Solving for ξ, we obtain
. In our simple two-state protein model:
(4)
where λ is a constant. As expected, at zero force (F=0), we recover Flory scaling .
Interesting this model predicts that protein extension, as a response to force, is linear at both
low and high forces (Figure 2B). This response becomes non-linear at the ranges of forces at
which FδR becomes comparable with the protein free energy barrier.
Multidomain proteins
Many structural proteins, such as filamin, titin, and fibronectin, consist of multiple domains
connected by linkers of varying lengths. These proteins respond to mechanical stress at
various magnitudes of force acting on these proteins. The multi-domain organization of
these proteins allows for response to wide range of stress: at low stress, the linkers unfold,
while at higher stress, the domains unfold. This combinatorial unfolding offers a rich range
of response to cellular or extracellular mechanical stimuli, which we quantify next.
We assume that each domain is folded independently form each other. The change in protein
stability ΔG under force is governed by the changes in stabilities of each individual domain
ΔGd,i as well as of the linkers ΔGl,(i,i+1):
(5)
where δR ̃ is the extension of a protein under force F that contributes to the work done in
order to extend the protein. Assume that this force disrupted our protein, which contains n
domains and m linkers, and N is the total number of domains (we assume N≫1). Then the
resulting extension of the protein is δR = nx0 + mx1, where x0 and x1 are the average
extensions of domains and linkers correspondingly (assuming that all domains extend
roughly by the same length, as well as all linkers by the same length). The extension of a
protein contributing to work done to disrupt n domain and m linkers is
(6)
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where γ0 and γ1 are factors (γ0,1≤1).
The entropic term in Equation (5) accounts for the combinatorial number of unfolding
events of n domains and m linkers: ΔS = NkB(SN (n) + SN (m)),
where .
We minimize Equation (5) subject to Equation (6):




It is clear that the major extensions of proteins occur when domains unfold, near their
unfolding transition ΔGd,i ≈ Fx0:
, with the slope of the
transition curve  (Figure 3).
While deriving Equation (8), we assume that all domains and all linkers correspondingly
behave similarly. If, for examples, some linkers are “stronger” than others, one can
generalize Equation (8) to account for these stronger linkers. One would need to add an
extra term on the right hand side of Equation (8), which would look similar to the last term,
but account for different values of ΔGl,(i,i+1), x1 and γ1.
Typically, linkers form a smaller number of interactions than do protein domains, making
their interactions more likely to be disrupted all at once than are those of proteins. Hence,
the dominant contribution to multi-domain protein unfolding in Eq. (8) at low force arises
from the linkers (due the exponential nature of the contributions of corresponding terms). As
the force increases, domains are more likely to unfold by disruption of the critical nucleus,
which allows for a protein domain to overcome the folding free energy barrier. However,
because of the multiple linkers in a multi-domain protein, combinatorial unfolding of these
linkers shields individual domain unfolding. At larger force, when the majority of linkers are
extended, the least stable domain (“weakest link”) unfolds.
Such unfolding of multi-domain proteins has been extensively utilized by nature in order to
respond to stress and control the activity of these proteins. Multi-step unfolding provides a
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rich dynamic range for stress response, which is especially important for structural proteins
that are responsible for the stress response in cytoskeletal remodeling. For example, filamins
are thought to modulate connections between actin fibers; stress transmission to filamins
allows for cells to deform without damage. Titins respond to muscle contraction at various
forces29.
On the other hand, nature utilizes linkers to allow signal transmission only when an applied
force exceeds certain limits. These signals may be transmitted from various phosphorylation,
protease recognition, and binding sites that are normally protected by the more compact
structures formed by linkers, but upon stress become exposed to the relevant cellular
machinery. In some cases, these “encrypted” sites can appear in domains as well as linkers.
For example, filamin’s N-terminal β-strand of domain 20 (and possibly domain 1830) is in
auto-inhibited state when ordered, preventing interactions of other proteins with filamin A.
In forced-induced unfolding, Lad et al.31 suggested that interactions within domains are
mediated by the exposed N-terminal β-strand. In filamin A domain 9, there are several
phosphorylation sites on the β-strands, such as S1081 and S1084 in the loop between β-
strands A and B32,33. When the applied force exceeds a threshold of ~35 pN30, these sites
become exposed and can be phosphorylated. In filamins, proteins that mediate interactions
between actin fibers, such stress-dependent conformational changes allow precise control of
cytoskeletal dynamics.
Shedding light on the modular organization of proteins that sense force has important
implications for protein design and engineering. The rational combination of linkers and
repetitive domains may allow for the design of functional proteins that will sense and report
on the forces acting inside living cells.
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Schematic representation of the free energy of a two-state protein as a function of extension
length. At low force the protein folding is dominated by the transition across a single free
energy barrier. As force increases, the transition barrier decreases, allowing proteins under
stress to sample more unfolded states.
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Schematic representation of the most likely extension of a single domain protein as a
function of (a) length, and (b) force.
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Schematic representation of the most likely extension of a multi-domain protein as a
function of force. Midpoints of the sigmoidal transitions at lower and higher forces
correspond to critical forces Fl,c and Fd,c corresponding to linker peptide and domain
unfolding correspondingly.
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